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About This Game

The protagonist went hunting in his grandfather's country house. There was an invasion of the aliens. Cities are
destroyed. You need to use survival skills and ingenuity to survive and save the planet. Build, explode, explore the

world, develop your skills, try all ways to stop the invasion of the aliens.

"What would I do after the alien invasion?"
It's a question you've probably asked yourself, and it's a question we want to help you answer! 
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Key features:

 you are completely free in action and a huge world to research ;

 build, blow up and defend from enemies;

 mine ores, use it to create various useful objects ;

 hunt wild boars and deer, as they can become an excellent sources of food, but beware of bears and wolves ;

 construct various structures, including traps ;

 look for provisions, drive on an old ATV among a bunch of enemies;

 study the legend of the 'Witnesses of the second coming ', perhaps there you will find some answers;

 increase your combat skills and not only (for this there is a especial panel of cards);

 survive by fighting with an enemy unknown to you, try to have an influence on the invasion and much more;

 collect the parts and find the blueprints to create a "mini - mole hole";

 repair the spacesuit, collect all the equipment you need, and go to Mars to destroy the bridgehead of the aliens.

Mars in When They Arrived

Mars location has not yet been added to the game, but the team is in progress of its deep development. In the further
updates, we'll polish and add it.

Now we are working on implementation of the most realistic conditions and the gameplay on Mars so you can
completely immerse yourself in the atmosphere of the game and the red planet!
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Title: When They Arrived
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Second Reality
Publisher:
Second Reality
Release Date: 7 Jan, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: WindowsXP (Service Pack 3)

Processor: Quad Core Processor

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 9800GT

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 5120 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX®-compatible

English,Russian
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i wont to play anyone new. This game genre is new for me, but - this wonderful!. I don't know what to do with this game, it's
boring :D. But, I like this game....=)). Pretty cool game even in early access. I loved the unique story and interesting solutions in
gameplay. Controls are ok, graphics are ok, but need a bit polish, sound is ok as well. I'm completely happy with this puchase
and can recommend When They Arrived to any survival genre fans.. This game is not finished. Framerate goes from 79fps
down to 3-5fps about every 5 seconds. the content may be offically complete but there is more work needed on this game..
Controls are very sluggish, you keep walking even if you stop pressing forward. The settings do not save so you can't turn down
the volume, which is very annoying. For some reason you can unlock the camera by hitting L and look around. The graphics are
really lackluster, I am pretty positive none of the assets are made on their own and they are placed really effortlessly, it does not
look pleasant at all. It is obvious that the person that made this lacks the required skills to make what they want to do which does
not justify releasing games in this state.
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Not ready for prime time yet.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gu3yROz4WIg. I liked this game very much! Thanks to the developers for such a good
game. This game has enjoyable control of movement and fighting. Also I have been impressed by original and interesting stories
about the UFO invasion. But the game also the problem : it is a bit unoptimised and I hope developers fix that soon. So my final
review for this game is 8/10.. I've just started playing but like what I see so far. It's still an early release so we'll see how it
progresses. I would like to see some better quest helpers implemented as it is sometimes a little tricky to figure out exactly what
is being asked. I think it's a cool game though and for the price, I think getting in early, when your opinion can help influence
the game, is awesome!
. I decided to play something new and cheap. I got this game. I want to highlight the main points. The plot is quite interesting,
but there are very tense moments. Also, the game weighs a little - that's a plus. When you first start, you can go deaf, so remove
the headphones. With regards to the price \/ quality ratio is balanced. Any more serious minuses no longer found.. I decided to
play something new and cheap. I got this game. I want to highlight the main points. The plot is quite interesting, but there are
very tense moments. Also, the game weighs a little - that's a plus. When you first start, you can go deaf, so remove the
headphones. With regards to the price / quality ratio is balanced. Any more serious minuses no longer found.. My opinion on the
game, I like the idea of an alien invasion and you have to survive buy any means but the game just feels to clunky and I couldn't
move my character very well while on the atv. Some of the mechanics wouldn't work like I couldn't build and couldn't use the
pickaxe.

I reviewed the game here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sN7y5HZ8pc4

Soon the release.:
In the next few days, we'll release When They Arrived in early access.
We try very hard to make the game as good as possible, but only with your help this can be a truly productional process.
Please, leave the comments, shoot your gameplay videos, publish screenshots of interesting game moments or, maybe, bugs.
Discuss the game with other players the game moments and share the best moments.

We will respond as quickly as possible to your comments and wishes, and immediately implement them to the game.

We have a common path in the development of the game, together we can make it very interesting and epic!

Now we're in progress of funding on Indiegogo.
If you want to help the project and accelerate its development, we invite you to support us: 
https://www.indiegogo.com/projects/when-they-arrived-apps-3d/x/18798721#/

Thanks to you all!

. Buildings in When They Arrived.:
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Within a few days - it will be added to construct various buildings, build houses and fill them with a variety of home
furnishings.. UPDATE 0.8 is near!!:
There was a very long delay in the updates of the game, due to the fact that the studio moved to a new location, and many other
changes. In addition, there were some difficulties with the development, but now everything is adjusted, the work is on, the
game will be updated very soon, and the development of the project will continue at a faster pace. Follow the news.
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.
When They Arrived v0.72.:
- Added new tips;
- Performance has been optimized by 20%;
- Improved system of saving and loading the game;
- extraction of ores is added;
- A new inventory was added;
- added a compass and a map;
- a new system of crafting and recipes;
- improved suspension and lighting of the ATV lantern;
- Improved AI UFO, changed the appearance of UFOs;
- Development of a small village has begun, new residential buildings have been added;
- Added new types of weapons;
- Now you can get wood in two ways - to cut a tree with an ax, saw a tree in a sawmill;
- Fixed bugs in the removal of ammunition;. UFO Busters:
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